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Abstract—The flexibility of future wireless networks architectures is aimed at allowing more innovation, reducing complexity and improving service offerings. Software Defined Networking (SDN) has been identified as an enabler for this adoption. In order to grasp a better understanding of the challenges faced as well as the potential use cases, we identify the need for flexible software defined wireless network, its applications and challenges and propose an architectural framework.

I. INTRODUCTION

Network operators are forced to embrace new services and revenue opportunities, but not necessarily new technologies that require overhauling their physical network. It is thus pertinent to give operators the freedom and flexibility to innovate and create new service offerings by providing them with a more flexible network architecture. This is the main driver for the evolution of today’s communication networks towards being software based.

SDN was initially designed for infrastructure based wired networks. However, due to its huge potential, various use cases and testbeds for its application to wireless networks have been discussed. Having a programmable wireless network will be of benefit to developers, researchers and operators looking to use and provide applications of SDN in the wireless domain. We acknowledge that SDN may mean different things to different network operators and service providers from different technological domains. In the context of this paper, our reference to SDN is in the context of a network framework that allows network operators to intelligently manage and control their network in a flexible and simplified way using software based tools (high-level languages and APIs). This is achieved by a logical separation of application, control and data planes as well as abstraction of the open interfaces between them.

SDN advocates a new way of thinking network architectures in order to make them flexible and open for innovation. In principle, it proposes for design of future network architectures be based on the following principles [1], [2], [3], [4]:

1) Physical separation of data plane from control plane with open interfaces between them.
2) Protocol independent forwarding (rules-action model).
3) Logically centralized network control and management.
4) Programmable software based networks.
5) Network Virtualization.
6) Simplified generic forwarding devices.
7) Technology abstraction.

The aim of this paper is to first introduce Software Defined Wireless Network (SDWN) as a guide for further research that will be done in the wireless domain. Second, to present a logical flow of describing the need for flexible, software based wireless networks, challenges and benefits as well as an architecture for implementation. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II gives a summary of current efforts in SDWN for Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) and mobile cellular networks. In section III, the use cases and challenges peculiar for wireless networks are described. In Section IV, we present our proposed framework with description of modules in each plane. We conclude by giving pointers for future work required for adoption of SDWN in Sections V and VI.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW: SOFTWARE DEFINED WIRELESS NETWORKS

There has been extensive work and surveys on SDN in wired networks, networking in data centers and OpenFlow specifications in particular ([5], [6] and [7]). However, it has also been acknowledged recently that the principles of SDN also benefit wireless networks.

One of the pioneering papers on making wireless networks software defined in accordance with OpenFlow specification was presented by Yap et al. in [4]. OpenFlow Wireless builds on top of OpenFlow and serves to separate control and data, decouples mobility from the physical network, and is able to slice/virtualize the network using FlowVisor. Using this virtualization, multiple service providers can control the underlying infrastructure. Thus service providers can handle mobility, authentication and billing for their users, regardless of the network they are connected with. The authors also present Openroads in [8] to serve as an enabler for future innovation in wireless networks. The long term objective is to trigger virtual network operators and virtual service providers whose service delivery will be independent of the underlying
physical infrastructure thus allowing transparent handover between heterogeneous wireless technologies. It is claimed that the OpenFlow specification as currently described for wired networks can also be used for control of traffic forwarding in the wireless network. However, as wireless channels usually require more parameter to configure enhanced SDN concepts can bring additional benefits, as we later describe in section III-B and IV.

Focusing on the data plane, authors in [9] first present key conceptual contributions for realization of a software defined cellular infrastructure. In order to achieve this, a reconsideration of the binding of wireless protocols to the processing and decision planes is proposed. A step towards achieving this is having a programmable data plane. The authors thus present OpenRadio: a programmable wireless data plane that also achieves a trade-off between flexibility and performance. This trade-off is a key challenge and still an open problem when considering cost constraints. The unique feature of OpenRadio is the software abstraction layer that enables a modular and declarative interface to program the physical and MAC layers.

For mobile wireless networks, the main characteristics of SDN in mobile operators architecture (using UMTS as an example) is described in [10] and shows the various interface interactions between modules. Using 3GPP Evolved Packet System (EPS) architecture, a proposed SDWN architecture was presented using a mobile operator’s network. In this architecture, the SDN controller is a logical entity that can be decentralized into different physical boxes to improve scalability and performance.

For enterprise WLAN, a framework aimed at allowing network operators implement WLAN services as network applications is presented in [11] called Odin. Its abstraction is implemented via a light virtual access points (LVAP) which provides logical isolation of clients. Thus every client can be seen as having a fixed link to the WLAN infrastructure. LVAPs allow clients to always see the same Virtual Access Point (AP), regardless of the actual physical AP the client is associated to. It however requires multiple Odin agents to run on the physical access points.

Based on the architectures reviewed, it is clear that operators have to employ different architectures depending on whether they want to support short range communication, cellular, outdoor WLAN, hybrid networks, or even satellite networks, which might play an important role in future networks with respect to ubiquitous service coverage as explained in [12]. It must be understood that no single architecture would provide the best performance and address all challenges associated. A unified but flexible framework is thus a valid option where different architectures can be developed (while keeping to the fundamental SDN principles) to suit unique or special set of use cases.

III. USE CASES AND CHALLENGES

This section first describes our vision of SDWN as well as the benefits and impacts SDN will have on wireless networks. We also discuss the challenges that have been identified for its implementation. We further note that some of these challenges have been addressed while others still remain as open problems.

We believe that SDWN extends the SDN paradigms into the wireless world by providing a generalized interface which is not limited to managing data flows in the network above the MAC layer but also allow for programability of physical parameters of an interface. For example, while in the wired world an SDN forwarding device might have a rule to forward all packet belonging to the same flow to another Ethernet port, on a wireless device the rule might be to forward the packets on a particular channel using a specific modulation and coding scheme. This SDWN approach extends the programability of regular SDN to MAC and PHY OSI layers and therefore provides a holistic and flexible interface to control a wireless network.

A. Use Cases of SDN in Wireless Networks

We provide an overview of possible benefits the introduction of programmable, flexible software define networking will have across all layers in the wireless domain (Figure 1). We structure these benefits as impacts into two areas: Services (users and service providers) and Network Operators (including equipment vendors).

1) Increased Operator Revenue: There is a rise in virtual network operators to meet growing service demands and posing new business models. The key challenge for service providers is to minimize the CAPEX and OPEX required. SDWN based architectures enable infrastructure sharing among service providers as they share the expenditure thus creating new business models to improve their profit margins. It also serves as an enabler in meeting the 5G requirement of reduced service creation time from the current average of 90 days to as low as 90 minutes. This is feasible as new service offerings and capabilities only need to be pushed via software updates to all nodes to support new services.

2) Flexible Traffic Steering: Using information of location specific capacity requirements, flexible traffic steering schemes can be implemented to achieve various operator objectives. Having the knowledge of the network state, the controller can steer the traffic and thus optimize bandwidth utilization. Flow optimization within the backhaul can also be implemented with the flexibility SDWN provides. It enables the possibility for smarter load balancing and flexible wireless backhaul with QoS based routing. This is achieved due to the support for media independent handover and protocol independent forwarding.

3) Interoperability: Equipment from multiple vendors can be managed and controlled using SDWN. Instead of managing groups of devices from particular vendors, mobile operators can use software based management tools to set up, configure, and manage networks in multi-vendor environments via their APIs. Seamless interoperability among heterogeneous networks without the need for a proprietary gateway at each Point of Interconnect (PoI). This is made possible due to
abstraction layer and open interfaces at PoI. Moreover, not being limited to a single vendor further decrease the cost for an operator.

4) Simplified RAN: The concept of having generic forwarding devices is applicable in cellular networks where computationally complex processing may be offloaded from the base stations to the cloud. This means reduction in complexity and cost of future 5G RAN.

In spite of the aforementioned use cases, it must be understood that SDN is not the magic wand that will provide solutions to all challenges in wireless communications. SDN should be viewed as a tool that empowers us with the much needed flexibility as well as removing constraints in today’s network architectures in order to innovate new solutions for existing problems and future challenges in wireless networks.

B. Challenges of SDN in Wireless Networks

Based on the literature review and from experience during implementation of centrally managed wireless backhaul heterogeneous networks ([13], [14], [15]), we identified the following challenges that have to be addressed in designing an efficient SDWN. The challenges listed are not exclusive to wireless networks or SDN but are even more critical when considering SDWN.

1) Decentralized bootstrap modules: Current SDN implementations advocate for all decision based modules to be centralized in the controller. However in wireless networks, establishing initial connectivity requires decisions made at the local node which implies having those modules centralized not ideal. Consider a multihop wireless backhaul network for providing internet connectivity in rural areas, e.g. [16], consisting of nodes that are only connected via wireless links with each other. When even operating in an unlicensed band a node need to perform locally a neighborhood scan in order to find adjacent nodes to connect to and, if multiple neighboring nodes are available, to select the most suitable one. This is required to establish the initial connection to the controller, which afterwards might reconfigure nodes based on its global knowledge.

2) Changing network topology and Traffic Overheads: When nodes join or leave a network, varying channel conditions, shadowing or optimization of handover policies, topology changes are triggered. Service continuity during reconfiguration due to topology change is non-trivial as well as minimizing the associated overheads due to control and signalling messages. Furthermore, it becomes more challenging to obtain real-time link state information at all interfaces of connected nodes at a single centralized point without significant overheads in updated rules in flow tables due to changes in network topology. Authors in [17] and [14] suggest implementing new messaging formats for the control traffic. Further work is however still required to demonstrate compressed messaging formats for network managing protocols and SDN based schemes that still allow the forwarding devices to update their flow tables only due changes in wireless link.

3) Control Signalling: Control signalling between controllers, forwarding devices and between a controller and a forwarding device may be implemented via a wireless link. However, in most wireless networks (e.g. IEEE 802.11 based networks), the luxury of having a dedicated RF channel for control signalling is unlikely. Nevertheless, the option of using in-band signalling could lead to increased latency for data traffic on the same channel and decreased network throughput should not be ignored in low rate wireless networks.

4) Unified network architecture: Based on the generic SDN framework of separating the application, control and forwarding layers, various architectures have been proposed showing different functional modules and their ideal locations in different layers. With parallel activities by Open Networking Foundation (ONF), OpenDaylight and European Telecommunication Standards Institute (ETSI), there is no unified architecture. The challenge here is that no single architecture is
suitable to address all use cases in the wireless domain due to nature of multi-technologies and need to ensure compatibility with existing networks. This is required to help operators manage the growing complexity of network architectures and to support interoperability. In [9], a modular declarative interface is proposed for programming the data plane irrespective of the technology used at this layer. A similar modular architecture is also proposed by [14] to ensure the network can be adapted for different use cases by connecting existing modules based on a simple and extensible network framework. What is now required is a universal framework for SDWN where operators can adapt based on the use cases being addressed.

IV. UNIFIED SOFTWARE DEFINED WIRELESS NETWORKING FRAMEWORK

Wireless network architectures have continued to evolve over the past few decades. This emanated from the fact that architectures were first designed to support only voice applications but later evolved to support voice and data. New architectures were yet proposed to effectively support mobility and data traffic as the main traffic requirement. As requirements for future 5G architectures are being discussed, it should be noted that architectures designed to address specific use cases in the future will become suboptimal when new use cases or killer apps that cannot be accurately envisaged, begin to emerge. What is thus required is providing flexible, programmable, modular frameworks that can easily be adapted by network operators as new service opportunities emerge. A generic framework for achieving this is directly inspired by the SDN framework used in SDN. A description of the key modules is provided as follows:

A. Service Plane

This layer is responsible for adding and managing new features as desired by the network operator to the network. This includes new applications, network features and policies. It may also be understood as a business application layer when new service offerings can be pushed to users in the network with fast service creation time, e.g. location based services. Separation of the service and control plane greatly reduces the time to market new services. The service layer for SDWN is inherited from the architecture defined by the ONF in [18]. It can however be extended to include specific features required for managing wireless networks such as Operation Administration Management and Provisioning (OAMP) and service differentiation offerings. The interface between the service layer (commonly referred to as the application layer) and the control layer is the northbound interface.

B. Control Plane

In wireless networks, the control plane consists of more than just a single physical controller or network entity. This is the core of the network architecture that serves as a platform for the network operating system. It orchestrates the traffic forwarding and signaling behavior of the network via its interface to the lower layers. Provisioning of network services, defining forwarding rules, traffic routes and radio resource management is enforced at this layer. The control plane is responsible for enforcing polices defined in the service plane. As regards to topology of the underlying infrastructure, this plane also incorporates functionalities for load balancing and Network Function Virtualization (NFV). In wireless networks, especially in infrastructure-less mobile adhoc wireless networks, topology management, including mobility, is key due to new nodes joining and leaving the network on a more frequent time scales.
Depending on the type of technology used in the wireless network, the control plane would consist of different network elements. For example in cellular networks its main network elements will be located in the core network, in IEEE 802 wireless networks as a master node or controller managing a set of wireless access points. The framework shown in Figure 2 is a logical representation. In practice, it is expected to utilize physically distributed instances of controllers managing different slices of the network while synchronization of all functionalities remains at a centralized point in this plane. The key modules which are technology agnostic which should be implemented on this plane include network selection, network configuration for managing forwarding devices on the data plane, and traffic routing for path computation and enforcing routing policies.

C. Data Plane

The final layer responsible for data forwarding and connecting to the end user device is the data plane. SDN concept advocates for devices that are simplified, low cost, minimal processing but specialized for forwarding packets. In essence, the devices here should primarily receive forwarding rules from the control plane and take actions based on a set of pre-configured traffic routes stored in its flow tables. Statistics of the network are periodically sent back to the control plane for optimizing forwarding rules.

The peculiarity of the data plane in wireless networks requires configuration of the wireless links between forwarding devices, as well as the wireless link to their controller. It is thus pertinent to include a link configuration module in forwarding devices specifically for link monitoring and configuration. This includes simple localized functions, particularly for modules that cannot be performed efficiently from a physically centralized point. In essence, a bootstrap phase will be used for initial setup connection and configuration of the device, as already mentioned previously.

In cellular networks for example, the forwarding device can be viewed as the nodes in the access network (eNodeB and Femtocell in LTE). In IEEE 802.11 based networks, the forwarding devices are the wireless access points. The interface between these forwarding devices and their gateway or controller in the control plane is referred to as the southbound interface.

D. Southbound Interface

To ensure interoperability between vendors as well as to support heterogeneous networks, a standardized interface is specified to describe communication between devices on the data plane and network elements in the control plane. This communication is done over a secure channel and the main objective is to manage the forwarding devices or nodes, including device configuration. Various protocols can be used to achieve this, such as Forwarding and Control Element Separation (FORCES), Network Configuration Protocol (NETCONF), SNMP4SDN (an extension of SNMP), Interface to Routing System (I2RS) and Path Computation Element Communication Protocol (PCEP). Protocols used for secure control-data plane communications vary based on the type of network and use case being considered. OpenFlow is currently the most widely adopted but as it is just one protocol on the southbound interface, it is important to ensure the southbound interface remains “Open” for other protocols (existing and new) in a non-proprietary way.

E. Northbound Interface

Currently, there is no standardized interface describing the clear separation between the service (application) plane and the control plane. However a major project that can be applicable for the wireless domain and service providers due to their service abstraction layer is Pyretics, which was created as part of the Frenetic project [19]. It enables network operators to write modular applications by providing high level abstractions using Python scripts. Pyretics translates network policies to functions and uses parallel and sequential composition of controller applications that are required on the same type of traffic. Besides Pyretics, secure communication over the northbound interface can also be implemented using Representational State Transfer (REST) APIs initially designed for abstraction of the World Wide Web, Open Service Gateway initiative (OSGi) protocol as well as various sub-projects developed in the OpenDaylight community. It should be noted that at this nascent stage, most deployments currently incorporate applications and features of the service plane into the control plane.

V. Future Research Directions

We present existing challenges in the form of questions that need to be addressed in order for full adoption of SDN paradigms in the wireless domain.

1) Performance, Flexibility or Cost?: For network operators, monetary cost may be their most important KPI while equipment vendors may favor performance of their solution. However, the importance of flexibility in terms of system architecture to provide new solutions with reduced service creation time brings in a new dimension. It is thus necessary to investigate the tradeoff and Pareto optimal point between performance, flexibility and cost. The impact of having full flexibility and freedom to develop technology agnostic, protocol independent packet processing solutions needs to be accessed.

2) What is lost by making interfaces generic?: Due to the heterogenous nature of wireless networks, the southbound interfaces deals with more compatibility issues both from technologies and various protocols within a specific technology as compared to wired networks. By defining specifications for open generic interfaces, what specialised networks functionalities may be lost? Do such heterogenous networks with common set of primitives have higher performance than existing proprietary implementations? Quantitative comparisons are required to demonstrate the benefits of using open, generic interfaces based on unique use cases and deployments.

\textsuperscript{1}WiFi, WLAN, WiMAX, etc
VI. CONCLUSION

It is clear that SDN will have a significantly impact on wireless networks. However, there exists a fundamental trade-off between achieving flexibility in the network and optimum performance, which leads to the consideration of different architectures. We highlighted use cases based on the impact its adoption will have on service providers and end users. Furthermore various other impacts on network operators and equipment vendors were listed. As with any new solution, SDWN is also faced with a couple of challenges. Most of these challenges are due to the nature of wireless propagation channel and additional required features such as radio resource management. Our reference to initial attempts to address these challenges [9], [13], [14], [19] indicates that they will not be a major barrier against its successful adoption.

Based on the literature review of existing architectures, we have come to the conclusion that no single architecture will be adequate for all use cases and deployments. We thus describe a logical framework for software defined wireless networks which addresses some of the challenges previously identified. The main impact is addressing the general question of how centralized decision making modules have to be for wireless networks. We realized that certain controller functions have to remain at the forwarding devices, i.e. initial channel scan, link status neighbor sensing. This is especially important during the bootstrap phase. Further description of a technology abstraction layer and device abstraction layer were described with references for more detailed technical description.

We have presented an overview of the need, use cases, challenges and architectural framework for SDWN. The research community, operators as well as equipment vendors better understand the fundamental principle of SDN and its adoption in wireless networks. Software defined wireless networks will certainly create the required enablers for the next generation of wireless networks and our case study for wireless backhaul networks is presented in [13].
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